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Abstract

Theories of embodied cognition agree that the body plays some role in human cog-
nition, but disagree on the precise nature of this role. While it is (together with the
environment) fundamentally engrained in the so-called 4E (or multi-E) cognition stance,
there also exists interpretations wherein the body is merely an input/output interface for
cognitive processes that are entirely computational.

In the present paper, we show that even if one takes such a strong computationalist
position, the role of the body must be more than an interface to the world. To achieve
human cognition, the computational mechanisms of a cognitive agent must be capable not
only of appropriate reasoning over a given set of symbolic representations; they must in
addition be capable of updating the representational framework itself (leading to the titu-
lar representational fluidity). We demonstrate this by considering the necessary properties
that an artificial agent with these abilities need to possess.

The core of the argument is that these updates must be falsifiable in the Popperian
sense while simultaneously directing representational shifts in a direction that benefits
the agent. We show that this is achieved by the progressive, bottom-up symbolic abstrac-
tion of low-level sensorimotor connections followed by top-down instantiation of testable
perception-action hypotheses.

We then discuss the fundamental limits of this representational updating capacity,
concluding that only fully embodied learners exhibiting such a priori perception-action
linkages are able to sufficiently ground spontaneously-generated symbolic representations
and exhibit the full range of human cognitive capabilities. The present paper therefore
has consequences both for the theoretical understanding of human cognition, and for the
design of autonomous artificial agents.

1 Introduction

In cognitive science, theories that cognition is, in some sense, embodied, can be traced back
to two distinct origins (Chemero, 2009): a reaction to the perceived inadequacies of purely
computationalist accounts, and a continuation of eliminitavist/anti-representationalist theories
of mind. The latter aims to understand cognitive systems by characterizing the dynamics
of their behavior and interactions within the world (often using the language of dynamical
systems), and is usually explicit about positing fundamental roles for the body in cognition.
The former, meanwhile, aims to characterize the computations taking place, and thereby often
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